Here at trentbarton we know it’s really important to keep the cost of travelling to and from work at a manageable level. That’s why we’ve created our super commuter range of money-saving ticket options to give you savings on bus travel.

We all know that driving to and from work can be a hassle. There’s the cost of fuel and parking, not to mention sitting in traffic and finding a parking space when you get there. Your time can be better spent somewhere else.

There is an alternative - catch the bus instead! We run high frequency bus services right across the East Midlands to get you to work quickly and comfortably.

for more info contact
Stuart Booth:
stuart@trentbarton.co.uk
or customer services on:
01773 712 265

trentbarton.co.uk/supercommuter
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£700

£1,000

£1,170

£1,350

trentbarton land*

*entire trentbarton & Kinchbus network